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REiiE

Bef ore  a  writer  Can  attempt  to  write  for  radio  he

must  accept  the  fact  that  radio  writing  is  basically  differ.ent

from  any  other  type.    Radio  requires  what  is  known  as  an  aural

style  of  writing,  which  is  quite  different  from  the  well  known

visual  style.    Writing  for  the  ear  has  its  own  peculiar  con-

ventions  with  certain  special  conditions  which  must  be  followed

if  any  degree  of  perfection  is  to  be  attained.     Since  radio  is

the  only  medium  of  expression  that  depends  entirely  upon  the

ear  for  comp,rehension,  delivery  cannot  be  supplemented  by  move-

ment,  gestures,   or  facial  expression,  a8  in  the  theater  or  upon

the  public  platf orm.

Good  radio  writing,   no  different  in  these  respects

from  any  other  kind,  must  ha,Te  a  strong  structure  with  the  rela-

tion  of  each  of  its  parts  to  the-other:  clearly  definEd.     There
\

should  be  a.  natural  flow  of  words  and  ideas  from  sentence  to

sentence,  paragraph  to  paragraph,   throughout  the  entire  work.

Of  particular  importance  in  aural  writing  is  the  ability  to  be

concise,   using  g.pecific  words  and  terms   to  cl.eate  concrete   ideas

that  ca,n  be  immediately  undel.stood.   To  achi`eve  this,   short,

:::e::::.W°:::o::e i:S:db::t::e::::n:i:° „:::::: „a::s:i::  :::ha-
.term   ''he   is  dead"   is  better   tTLanllhe  has   passed  away...      To.be

more  forceful,   "give  me  that  book"   is  preferred   to  ''1  demand

that  givou  surpender   that  volume''.

Mol`e  effective  diction  is  also  achieved  by  words  with

a  high  Sound  effect  value.     The  use   of  wol.ds  whose  sound   suggests

`\

I.-'J`-
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their  meaning---   onomatopoeia  ---   is  most  importarrtas   these

few   samples,   "tinkle",   ''roar",   "crunch",   and   ";Cot.he"   demon-`

strate.     Sriggest±ve  words   that  not  only  have  a  specific  meaning

but  also  are  rich  in  connotation  give  the  wilting  life  and

war.nth.     ''He  rapidly  ascended  trie  stairs"  does  not  give   the   .

listener  the  same  feeling  received  from  ''he  dashed  madly  up  the

a ta. ir s '' ®
I

With`these  gen'eral  differences   in  mind,let  us   now

take  up  some  mol`e  specific   ones.     The   literary  style  is  more

f ol.mal  and  more  complex  in  structure  than  the  aul.al  style  because

it  is  written  f or  the  eye  instea,d  of  the  ear.     If  the  trairi  of

thought  in  a  particulal`1y  cliff icult  passage  of  any  written  matel.-

ial  is  lost,  the  reader  need  only  run  his  eyes  back  to  the  be-

ginning  to  pick  it  up  again.     Words   once  spoken,   however,   cannot

be  reclaimed  by  those  who  did  not  unqerstand  them  the  first  time.

Thought  groups  in  the  literary  styb'are  indicated  by  pgragraphs'

with  special  empha.ses   expressed  by  italics  and  boldface,  whet.eas

aural  writing  must  depend  upon  voice   inflection,   stress.,   and   `L-

padses  to  indicate  different  ideas.
Another  differerice  which  stro.ngly  affects  wl`iting  in

r8+dio  i6   the   one   of  vocabulary.     The.t   of  the   literary  world  is
`considel`ably  larger   t`.rian  that   of   t'.rie  speaking  world.     The   same

number   of  words  are  available   to  both  but  it  is  a  known  fact

that  readers  fail  to  I'ecognize,and  use,in  speech  approximately

nine  out  of  every  ten  words  they  a,re  familiar  with  on  sight.

A  word  rrmst  be  instantly  familia,r   to  the  listener  if  he  is  to

get  the  gis.t  of  what  is  b.eing  said.     There   ig  no  time  f or  him

to  look  it  up  in  the  dictionary.    Also,   a  word  is  always   the
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same   in  print   no  matter  how  many  cliff.erent  books   use 'it' nor..

how  many  different  printers  s?t  it  up  in  type.     But  this   is  not
/

so  in  radio.     Ever.y  person  who  Speaks  .that  word  gives   it  a

different  inflection  which,   coupled  with  geographic  +al.iances

in  accent,   sometimes  arouses  doubt   in  the  mind   of  the   listener

as  to  just  what  he  actually  did  hear.     These  are  the  sort  of

traps  that  catch  the  unwary  s`criptwriter   if  he  is.`not  conscien-

cious  about,  his  work.    All  listeners   know  that  the  people  they

hear   over  the  radio  are  reading  prepared  scripts.   However,   they

prefer  to  believe  that  all  they  hear  is  really  spontaneous.     Sorl

it  is  up  to  the  script,writer  to  sustain  this   illusion  by  using

as  much.colloquia.i   construction  and  diction  as  he   knows.      ''Can't" `

and   ''"on't"  are  used   instead   of   ''can  not"and   ''will  not"   in  the

same  manner   that  characters.  will  say  Ill  want   to  go   to  bed",.  not
''1  wish  to  retil`e''.     In  other  words,   the  writer  must  employ  the

simpler,   m9ore  fa,miliar   exppes§ionE   of   ordinary  speech  in   the

loose  constructions  used  in  daily  conversation.

All  of  these  differences  should  help  the  wl`iter   to

keep  in  mind  the  basic   conceptio`n  of  radio  writing---that  it  is

a   composition   in  sound.     The   sound  symbols   of  sr,leech  must  be

coupled  with  the  sounds   of  music,   the  roaring  of  the  elem6nts,

or  any  of  an  infinite  number   of  other  sound  effects,   in  order

to  create  a  more  comprehensive  association  of  idea,s.     It   is  a

mistaken  ide4  that  I.adio  writing  is  merely  the  putting  of  special
I

types   of  words   on  pa,per.     That  is   only  a  part  of  t,he  task.     Each

word,   phraseJ   and   s.entenci-3   may  be   said   in  many  w.a.ys.     The  writer
I

must   indicatd  how  he  wishes   this   to  be  done.     I'erha.ps  he  wants

a  Soft,   melldw  voice   to  .read   cert,aim  1.ines,   or   this   phrase  must
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be  loud  for  special  effect,   so  he  indicates  this  by  writing  in

specific  instructions.     He  might  desil.e  a  particular  kind  of

music   in  a  certain  blace  in  the  program  to  set   the  mood,   or  to

follow.in  the  backgr.ound  certain  lines   in  order  to  strengthen

the  characterization.    All  this,  is   creative  work,  which  makes   ;`,

i't  the  Job  of  the  wl`iter  not  the  producer  or  dir.ect6r.     They

have  enough ,to  do  in  interpreting  the  script  and  producing  it  `

without  having  to  fill  in  background  material  that  an  inexper-
writer

ienced  or  lazy.;did  not  do  himself .

Now  that  the  selection  of  words,   in  respect  to  their

meaning,  has  been  considel.ed,   the  characteristics   of  `sound  itself

should  be  explained.   These  are:

1.  I)itch

2.   Volume

3.   Qua,1ity

4.  I)uration

5.  I)istance

6.   Jurtap`osition

Ir

7.  Acoustical  relationship

The  writer  should  ]mow  that,   in  general,   low  pitches  are

pleasing,  rising  and  hi,gh  pitches  are  irritating  up  to  a
certa,in  point  and  become     less   so  as   the   E5ourid   continues  up

beyond  the   limit,   of.human  perception.     In  some  cases,  with  the

appropriate  accompanying  sounds   or  dialogue,   a 'rising  pitch  is

exciting  rather  than  irrita,ting.    Audiences  usually  are  soothed,

and  comforted  by  low  volume,   but  become  mol.e  disturped  as   the

volume  becomes  greater  until  a  point   of  actuo.i  pain  nay  be

reached.     The  quality  of  a  sound  is  described  as  harsh,   or

mellcw,   €,trident  or  soft,   exciting  or  soothing,   and  so   on.     The

quality  may  also  be  ftill  and  vibrant  or   thin  and  mechanical.

Timing,   pace,   and  rtrythm  patterns  are  made  possible  by  extending
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or  limiting  the  duration  of  these  sounds.     The  ability  of  the

ear  to  recognize  the  distance  to  a  sound  is  helpful  under  cer-

tain  conditions,  particularly  because  it  is  so  closely  linked

to  the  recognition  of  juxtaposition  of  sound  which  means  having

several  different  sounds   introduced  at  the  same  time  with  the

ear  determining  the  distance  and  peculiar  charrictel.istics  in

pitch,  volume,   and  direction  of  each  sound  simultaneously  with

the   othel`s.     The   ear.  also  ca.n  recognize  diffenences   in  the.I

acoustical  relationships   of  sounds,   the  quality  being  radically

changed  according  to  the  type   of  space  enclosing   the  sound.

A  sound  outdoors   is  nature`l,   but  originate  it  in  a  tightly  61osed

place  like  a  small  room  and  the  change  in  quality  is   immediately

apparent  in  the  booming  result.

Knowing  that  thel`e  al`e  different  sound  chal`acteristics

does   not  aid   the  writer   if  he  d.oes   hot  know  how  they  can  be  us`ed.

By  means   of  high  pitches  the  writer  can  place  the  audience   in  `

a  receptive  mood  f or  a.  particula

show.     For  instance,   a  swing  ver

The  Street"  coupled  with  a  loud,

lines  prepares  the  audience  f or

JOEI):        Good.evening,   ladies   and

time   to  Somethinct  Ori  The

pl`ogram,   such  as  a  variety

ion  of   ''On  The  Sunny  Side   Of

hearty  reading  of  the  f ollowing

stimulating  half  hour:

gentlemen.   Welcome  for   the  first

Liffhter  Side...   a  half  hour  of

fun  and  frolic,   nil.th  and  melody,   jive  8.nd  jargon,   or

what  have  'you.   These   shows..are  presented  by  the   students.

of  Rutgers  University,   here   in  New  Brunswick...   you've

had  breakfast  at  Sardi'E;...1uncheor.  with  Ijopez,   and

supper  at  the   Chesterfield  Club...   now  we   serve  you
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he.re,   Bill

Fa.hefty.   It's  time  for  you  to  take   over  .and  tell  the

audience  exa,ctly what's   in  store  for  them  tonight,

BIILF:        Thanks,   Joe  I)embo...   I   know   Joe  wat5n't   fooling.you

folks,   because  we  do  have  a  wond`3rful  show   lined  up
•   for  you   tonight.`There's   comedy...   music  by  George

BaQhe'and  his  Men  of  Melody...   songs  by  lovely    Joan

P`owers..`.   so  stand  by,ladies  and  gentlemen,  while

the  bar]d   starts   our   sh.ow  witli_   ''Swannee  Ribber.''

RTslc:        RARE  plAys   ilswANREE  RIBBriw.  IN   TREIR  OwN  FASHIon

The  quality  of  the\ sound  is  ®ctntrolled   to  keep

the  audience  in     this  fra,me.of  mind  by  contiri.uing  with  the

modern,   syncopated  arra.ngement   of   ''Swannee  River.''   Notice  also

the  type  pf  words  that  are  used:nfrolic,"   Wjive,""jargon,"  all

rel8.tive].y  short,  harsh  words  with  many  stimulating  consona.ntB'-

which,  when` combined  with-the'short,   gtacatto  phrases   in  the

second  speech,   continue   the  desired  effect.   The:free-and  easy

style  is  achieved  by  the  use  6f  many  contractions  and  collo-

quialisms.  such  as   "   you've,"   ''it's,"   ''what's,"  ar]d   ''what  have

you,"   ''take   over,"   ''in  stor43   for,"  and   ''wind  up."

The  most   obvious  method   of   controlli.ng  volum.e   is,

of  course,   to  write  specific  directions  into   the  script.   This   is

done  when  volume  `changes  are   I`equired,   coupled  with  a   subtle

ir],crease   in  actctrs'   voices  arid  a  diffel`ent  choice   of  words.   In  the

following  selection  noti6e  how   the  mood   of   the  audience   is  directed

frori  seriousness   to  a  susper.se  that   is.  built  up  in  a   serie-s   of
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anti-climaxes  to  the  final  climax,itryto  suddenly  be  changed

into  relieving  laughter.

BIILF:            And   now,   we   pees:ent   to  you  I'rofessor  Horace  N..

I)ROE:

Carriage   of   our  But.eau  of  AI`chaeo.1ogica,i  and  Histol.-

ical  P.esea,rch.     I'rofessor  Carl`iage  has  come  here

tonight  especially  to  I.elease  to  the  waiting  world

his  authentic  account  of  this  historical  meeting

between  Star!1ey  and  Dr.   I]ivingston...Professor

Carriage.

Good  evening.  After  having  Spent  the  last  twenty

yeal`s   in  extensive  I`eBearch,   I  have  uncovered

sufficient  data  to  reconstruct  the  a,ctual...

authentic...account  of  this  stirz;ing,:...but  almost
'

tragi6,moment  in  history.

Ijet  rig  picture  f or  a  time  the  interior  of

d-a,Lr-k-e-a-t.Africa. . . (SI`IEAK  IhT  JUHGRE  I)Run  BTalATS',

RAI>E   tHp   TO  E'uljL  Arm   -jLTlx  wlTH  FOun   slow  FOOTSTEps

wHlcH   slnELTIATE   pljoI]DI}RE   TI-ROuGII  A   hilRE,   FOOTSTEps

STOP   ,DRurs  rmEFi  AS)  After  months  of  fruitless

sear.ch  Stanley  is  tirelessly  plodding  thru  the  dense...

tropical. . . s-t-eLa-in-i-n-g. . . jungles (SI,IGHT  PAUSE )

on  his  seemingly  endless   trek---his  mission... (I'AusE.

RErv  Bin.mlICAnH}  to  find  I)I.  I.ivingston. (DRus  OUT)

STA}Tdl":        (WEAmY)  Dr.   I,ivingston...(V"Y  i,I.r=AELY  |hT  A  H|G||,

UITCERTAI}`T  VOICE  `malcH   CRACI`TS)   Dr.   I--i-v-ingston-n-n9??

BIZ:

PROP:

TlmRE  sEcoHDs   oF  I]EAlt  AIR  As

(I)RAi'.ATICALljY  Arm  FAST)   Suddenly. . .Stanley  stumbles

into  a  native  village.     In  desperation  he  seeks  the
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hut  of  the  chieftain(SNEAK  IN  DRurs)  and  from  him

learns  the  whereabouts   of  Dr.   Livingston...

BRlhTG  DRul`£   ul>   TO   FULL  AI`n   OUT  As

Ugga-bugga-  boo.     IIey  bop  da  ree  bop!

TIRE:E  sEcOINDs   slLENCE  For  IAUGH  THEN

Upon  learning  this  sta,rtling  information,  Stanley

plunges  .with  renewed  vigor   into .the  hot  jungles,

almost  within  reach  of  his   goal.      i:-, SI.OWLY,   REV.:EmERTI,Y)

In  a  secluded  spot...deep   in  the  Congo...(IN  A  RISING

TEMPO)  Stanley  finds  Dr.1ivingston!!!

TlmRE  sEcoros  oF  I)EAI>  AIR  As

(|N  A  |"SHEI),   L±iA:LJLY-SERIOUS   TonE)   I.adies   and   Gentlemen...

we  now  bring  to  you  this  joyous  meeting  be,tween  these

two  famous   men...

SNEAK  DRUEas   IN  I,0lJ`,r  Arm   FADE   OUT  AS

( |hT  A  B0ISTJ`]ROUS.   IIAII+Eullow--WELL-RET,   VOICE)

Hiya  Doc!

(   1"  A  slITIIA+-i   i.BUGs  BumTyw  vO|cE)

Hiya  Sta,n!   ,

STUI)IO   HUGHTEPL.    THEN

(WITH  A  HEARTY  IAUGH)   Yes...yes.     Wonder  what   the

Profess,or  has  to  revea.i  to  the  world  next  week?

plANo  BEGINslNTRO  BAHs   TO   NEXT   ]ITREm  As

The  script  content,   plus   the  use  of  the  drulm  sounds,

quickly  and  easilS  ta.keg  the  listener  to  the  scene  of  the  action.

In  this  example,   the  narrator,   in  the  person  of  .the  professor.,

must  be  able  to  change  his  voice  level,  volume,  and  quality  in

order.   to   obtain  the  maximum  effect  from  the  lines.
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Specifically,`  sound  may qosee^dthfe°rfo||owing  purposes :

I.   T6  set  a  scene  or  establish  a  locale.

2.   To  project  action,  both  real  and  dramatic.

5.   To  create  mood   or  atmosphere.

4.   To  achieve  cliinax,   or  extend  and  in.tensify  climax.

5.   To  esta,blish  time.

6.   To  indicate  entrances  and`exits.

7.   To.ac.t  as   theme  signature   of  trademark  for  a  progl'am.

8.   To  s.erve  as  a   transit,ion  device  between  scenes.

9.  To  contribute   to  the  montage  effect.

inTusic,   one  type   of  sound  available  to  the  writer,

serves  many  purposes  similar  to  the  above  general  list:

1.   To  serve  as  a  s.ound   effect.

2.   To  serve  as  accentuation  or  as  payoff .

5.   To   pl-ovide   comedy.

4.   To  serve  a§  background.

Now  that  the  writer  has   the  ]mowledge   of  what.to  .do

and  how  to  do  it,   some  tools  are  necessary  before  he  can  begin

to  work.     The  mechanics   of  radio  writing  .are  quite  simple.     First

there  is   the  f ormat  to  be  considel`'ed.   This   is  a  general  outline

followed  by  the  writer  for  each  program.    A  series   of  progra,ms

with  the  same  content  would  follow  the  same  format  a.a   to  layout,

number  and  type  of  characters,   style  of  'dialogue,  and  type  of

music.    Although  they  do  vaI.y,  a  standard  title  page  contains

such  information  as:

I.   The  advertiser

2.   The  `author

3.   The  program  title

4.   The  outlet(station  over  which  it  is  broadcast)
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5.   The  time   of  the  broadcast

i.,.   The  date   o.f   the  broadca.st

7.   The  day

8.   The  a,nriouncer

9.   The   engir}eer

10.   The  production  director

11.   Remarks

page   lc,

In  Some  cases   the.  complete  cast  is  a.1so  listed   on  the  title

page  a.long  with  the  list  of  sound  effects  and  musical  selections.
Each  inside  page  should  contain  the  number  of  the  .        .

page   ,   the  title  of  the  script,   the  name  of  the  series  if  one
exists`,  and  the  number  in  the  ser.ies  of  that  particular  script.

Only  t,hat  material   to  be  spoken  by  the  cha,ra,cterB   .

is'written  in  lower-ca,se  lettel`s.     All  other  rr^aterial,   sucti  a`s

cha,racter  names,   cues,   special  directions,   .names   of  songs,

records,  arid  so  fort,.F„  are  put  in  capital  letters.     By  doing  this

the  characters  will  not  f ind  themselves  reading  stage  directions

.ins.tead  of  their  regular   lines.   The  names   of  spea,kers,   characters,

a.nd   cue   indications   like  Big.(business),Sourm,   and  mJSIC  are

placed  out  in  the  left-hand  margin  in  capital  letters  f or  each
speech  a,rl_d.indica`.tion  to  be  made.     Stage  and   sound  directions

in  the'middle   6f  a  speech  are  all  in  capital  lettel`s  and  er?closed

in  parentheses.     All  copy  is  double  spaced.  I  For.  ease   in  referring

to  particular   lines   it  is  recommended  thg.t  all  lines  be  nunbel.ed

from  the  top  tb  the  .bot,tom  of  the  page  and,  where  possible,   in  a

different  colored  ink  from  that  used  in  the  genera.1  script.

A  large  supply  of  twenty-   or  twenty-f our  pound aulph-ide

paper  stock  should  be  at  hand  as  well  as  plenty  of  the  best  carbon
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paper,   follow  sheets  for.f6ur  copies,  and  many  new  typewriter

ribbons  for  good,   dark  copy.     Heavy  manila  envelopes  with  plenty

of  postage  comp.1etes   the  list  except  for  a  good  typewriter,

which  should  be  Eept  iri  good  repair  all  fhe  time.       ,              `

Subscriptions  tb  Broadcasting  ifagazine9  RL;±dj± 2aj±jz.

Yg±=i_g_i_¥i   and  A§;Veptising  ALg±  Will  be   up-to-da,te   supplements   to

tile  necesf ary  refel'ence  material  f ound  in  the  f ollowing:

i.  A  dictionary,  preferably  abridged

2.  A  fairly  voluminous   encyclopedia

5.  An  almanac

.   4.  Ari  atlas  with  maps   showing  fairly  la,rge-scale  details

of  all  parts  .of  the  tworld

5.  A  thesaurus

6.   A  book  of  quota.tions   or   quotatic>n  references

I   ::  :  :::'±:fy::::°:ataiogues  obfairiab|e  at  any  record  Shop
Upon  consideration,   the  prospective  radio  writer

might  assume  now  that  with  these  fundamentals  under  control,   it

is  I'elatively  easy  to  write  a  script.    After  all,  he  thinks,

r€.dio  scripts  are  all  vj.ritten  f or   the  ear  regardless   of  content.

but  he   soon  discovers   otherwise.     There  are  probably  as  many

different  typBB   of  radio  writing  as   there  are  ±}rpesLD$  literary

iv.riting.  +                           end  each  has   its   own  par.ticular  problems.

Continuity  writing  is  undoubtedly  the  most-important

general  type  and  one  which  is,   unfortunately,   the  most  drudging

at  times.     Continuity  consists   of  the  spoken  lines  which  connect

son.gs,   records,   guests,   commercials,  ;nd  numerous   other   items   in

such  a  way  that  a  steady  flow  of  ideas  is  put  across   to  the  listen-

er.     One   of  the  especial  types   of  continuity  is  that  written  for
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miisic  programs  using  recorded  and`  live  talent.    Another   is   that

contained  in  what  are  called  talk  programsL--those  involving

radio  speeches   of  individuals  and  rurining  dialogue  for  `interview

p]--ograms.  ~  S.till   others  are  audience-participation  shows  and  those

classed  as  feature  pl.ograms.     The  features  are  called  that  because

they  do  not  fall  in `any  particular  catego.I.y.  A  glance  at  these

titles  will  show  why:   Cooking  school,   Safety  Court,  Reading  the

Funnies,   Fashion  Flashes,   The  Answer  lfan,   a.nd  Ijuncheon  a±  the

Waldorf.

I'robably  not  so  voluminous  as  continuity  writing

but  certainly  noticed  more  frequently  by.  the  listener .is  the

cormel.cial  copy,  which  seems   to  be  getting  more  f]agl`ant  than

ahyong.thought  poss,ible.     Cormiercials  fall  into  one  of  four

classes.     The  hi.tch-hike,  which  is   the  cormel.cial  placed  at  the

very  beginning.  ol..end   of  the   show  to  advertise  a  minor  product
•c>f  the  advertiser  who   is`s`elling  a  major  product   over  the  program.

Hention  of  a,  pipe  tobacco  at   the  end   of  a  proL:3ram  selling  cigar-

ettes   ig  a  hitcY`-hike.     Then  there  are  spot  ann.ouncements  from

which  the  s.tation  del`ives  the  lal.gest  part.  of  its   income.     It  is

a  commercial,   usually  one  minute  .in  length,  which  i€   not  connected

in  any way  to  a  definite  program.     On  the  other  hand,  .there  are

participating  gTiots  giv.en  between  the  records   of  a  program,   the

cost  of  which  is  Paid  I or  by  a  number   of  sponsors   of  that  parti-

cular  show.    And  finally  there  is  the  regular  program  commercial

which  ±s  read  at  intervals  d.uring  the  show.

The  last  min

In  radio  this  class   is  sub

episodic,  unit,  and  dramat

type  of  wl`iting    is   that  of  the  dra,rna.

divided  into  four.  s`ections---serial,

c  narrative.     Serials  should  I`equire

rio  more  explanation  than  that  required  to  differere.late  -.i;h'em
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fl.orr  episodic  dramas.     The  former   is  a  continued   story  with  the

same  charaLcters,  while   the  lattBE  is  a  series   of  individual  Plots,

ea,ch  conp]ete  iri  itself ,  but  using  the  same  characters  each  time.

A  unit  drama   is  a  single  comp].ete  program  with  a,  plot  which  is

always   concluded  within  that  one  presentation.     I.ur  Radio  Theater

is  a  good  example   of  ttl.is   type.     Used  in  telling  a,continuous

story  containing  a  variety  of  imf ormation,   the  dramatic  riarrative

combines   the  sequence   of  dramatic  scenes  with`  a  running  commentary.

This   is   the  most  pobular   type  used  for  educational  programs.

In  c6nclusion,   it  must  be  noted  that  all  these

va,rious   techniques  are  only  pieces  that  must  be  logically  put

together.  to  obtain  a  single  unified  w`hole.   `Radio  I.eaches   the

lal`gest  addience. of  any  communication  medium,  and  has   the  ability

to  deeply  move   the  emotions   of  that  audience.     This  power  to

profoundly  affect  beople  must  be  used  wisely  and  well.     Wheth;I

the  writer  will  ever  be  able  to  take  full `advantage  of  this  oppor-

tunity  depends  upon  his  ability  to  create  a  single  skill  from  the

individua.1  talents  he  gradua,lly  acquires.

Radio  is  still  an  expanding  field, 'as  demonstrated

by  the  five-fold  increase  .in  the .number   of  licensed  AIL,   Fin,  and

te.1evision  stations  during  the  past  few year.g.     It  contains  a

stirl.ing  challenge  to  the  ambitious.,   imaginative  writer  to  further

develop  and  expand  its  already  widespEead  activities.
\

(Authors  note:   the  listed  items   in  this  paper  are
fr'om  Professional EE±£i£  IIZEi±±E8  by  Albert  R.   Crews)


